[Genetic efficacy of low doses of ionizing radiation in chronically-irradiated small mammals].
Earlier we have established the genetic effects of low dose chronic irradiation in bank vole (somatic and germ cells, embryos), in pond carp (fertilized eggs, embryos, fry) and in laboratory mice (somatic and germ cells) in the range of doses from near-background to 10 cGy. These low dose effects observed in mammals and fish are not expected from extrapolation of high dose experiments. For understanding reasons this discrepancy the comparative analysis of genetic efficiency of low dose chronic irradiation and the higher doses of acute irradiation was carried out with natural populations of bank vole which inhabited the two sites differing in ground of radionuclide deposition. For comparing efficiency the linear regression model of dose-effect curve was used. Dose-effect equations were obtained for animals from two chronically irradiated bank vole populations. The mean population absorbed doses were in the range 0.04-0.68 cGy, the main part of absorbed doses consisted of external radiation of animals exposed to 137Cs gamma-rays. Dose-effect equations for acute irradiation to 137Cs gamma-rays (10-100 cGy) were determined for the same populations. Comparison of genetic efficiency was made by extrapolation, using regression coefficient beta and doubling dose estimation. For chronic exposure the doubling doses calculated from low-dose experiments are 0.1-2 cGy and the doubling doses determined from high-dose experiments are in the range of 5-20 cGy. Our hypothesis that the doubling dose estimate is calculated in higher-dose ionizing radiation experiments should be much higher than the deduced from the low dose line regression equation was verified. The doubling dose estimates for somatic cells of bank vole and those for germ cells of laboratory mice are in close agreement. The radiosensitivity of bank vole chromosomes were shown is practically the same as that for human lymphocytes since doubling dose estimates for acute irradiation close to each other. For low LET radiation a higher genetic efficiency of chronic low doses in comparison with the higher doses of acute gamma-irradiation (137Cs source) was proved by three methods.